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Learning Objectives & Synopsis:

▪ Upon completion of this educational activity, 
learners will be able to discuss the difference 
between Monitoring and Blocking and Filtering 
as techniques for managing access to Internet 
Technology. 

▪ Upon completion of this educational activity, 
learners should be able to explain the purpose 
and utility of an Internet Safety Plan for those 
with a history of sexual offending.

▪ Upon completion of this educational activity, 
learners should be able to assist clients in 
developing an internet safety plan.  

While Sexual Offenders have historically had their 
internet access limited, this is no longer a realistic or 
appropriate goal. This presentation provides guidance 
to those working with these clients to establish a plan 
for appropriate and healthy access to the internet. The 
Internet Safety Plan is a crucial part of the client’s 
overall Risk Management Plan, even for those clients 
who may never have had problems with the internet in 
the past. This seminar will discuss internet related risk 
and provide guidance in the development and 
implementation of an internet safety plan for clients 
with a history of sexual offending.
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A FEW BASIC 
ASSUMPTIONS

Clients who have engaged in sexual harm or sex offending 
behavior can return to society and become productive parts of 
the community.

Not All Clients who have engaged in sex offending behavior 
(even those releasing for civil commitment) will have constant 
supervision for the rest of their lives.

It is naïve to expect that our clients will not have some access to 
the internet via their own (or someone else’s) cell phone, tablet, 
computer or other device when they return to the community.

Addressing/Understanding Internet Safety is an important part 
of community (re)integration.

BLOCKING & 
FILTERING 

VS. 
MONITORING
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MONITORING VS. BLOCKING AND 
FILTERING

• Monitoring is the process of observing and evaluating the material being accessed by our clients when they 
use the internet.

• Based on Approach Goals and Teaches Skills

• Monitoring allows for a real time view of the user's actions on their computer and mobile 
devices

• Viewing Internet History

• Checking to See if Social Media Websites were Accessed

• Viewing Downloaded Material 

• Checking for Peer-to-Peer Network Use 

MONITORING VS. BLOCKING AND 
FILTERING
• While Blocking and Filtering involves a useful set of tools, it fails to give us some of the information we 

would want to know as clinicians.

• Does our client have any skills other than avoidance?

• What would they do if they felt like no one was looking?

• Are they able to apply a risk management plan in a real time scenario?

• Monitoring gives us the ability to observe the client and obtain answers to these questions.
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Monitoring and Risk Management

• Addressing Obstacles Related to Risk Assessment
• A common obstacle during risk assessment is only having Self-Report data. (This is especially 

true for those who are civilly committed or serving long incarceration).

• Another obstacle is that the individual has had no opportunity to engage in behavior related 
to their deviant interest (e.g. long prison sentence in segregation with no access to children 
followed by civil commitment) so it is difficulty to gauge dynamic risk related to these 
matters.

• Technology Monitoring gives evaluators and treatment teams access to current 
data related to clients’ ability to manage dynamic risk factors.

Monitoring and Risk Management

o Monitoring provides information regarding what the behaviors that the client 
engages in and by the behaviors they choose not to engage in when they have 
the opportunity.

o Both are significant for understanding Risk

o Assists with answering the question, if the client had the ability to access this type of 
material, what would happen?

o This type of data can give us the opportunity to say that Mr. X had the ability to 
access potentially triggering material and this is what he did with it.
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Monitoring and Risk Management

• Monitoring provides data to assist the clinician throughout the treatment 
process.

• Monitoring can be used to build the foundation of a meaningful treatment plan with risk that 
is client-centered rather “cookie cutter” 

• Data acquired through monitoring can be used to obtain a more accurate:

• Assessment of risk

• Understanding of Treatment Need

• Understanding of Responsivity Concerns

Basic Monitoring Strategies

• Remember that information obtained through monitoring is meant to 
assist treatment not to “catch the client” in the act of wrongdoing.

• So, what questions does monitoring answer?
• What is this client actually doing while they are online?

• What Sites/Apps

• For How Long

• How They Got There

• How does this client behave in a simulated community environment?
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Basic Monitoring Strategies

• A Good Monitoring Program should:

• Do everything blocking and filtering 
program does.

• Track messages and calls.

• Control games and apps.

• Set time limits for Internet use.

• Provide Social Media monitoring.

• Be difficult to remove from device. 

• Track information if the client uses 
private browsing.

• Provide GPS tracking.

• Provide real time monitoring.

• Produce reports.

What you want to look for in a Monitoring Software Program

PURPOSE OF 
INTERNET 

SAFETY 
PLANNING
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What’s the Goal of Monitoring

The way we conceptualize the purpose of our technology monitoring will impact how we 
teach our clients about technology.

Let’s consider these approaches...

1) The Purpose of Monitoring is to Catch clients Messing Up. 

2) The Purpose of Monitoring is to Observe and Allow Documentation of clients’ 
behavior.

3) The Purpose of Monitoring is to Assist clients in Learning More about Risk to aid their 
Community Reintegration

What’s the Goal of Monitoring
Is the Purpose of Monitoring is to Catch clients Messing Up.

• Guilt vs. Shame
• Guilt is when I believe I had make a mistake and maybe but not 

necessarily that I should make amends for it.
• Guilt can also be described as “taking responsibility.”
• Shame is when I believe I have done something so bad that my 

self/ego/self-esteem is permanently damage and I can never be 
valued because of it.

• Shame is a major roadblock to treatment and may prevent any 
progress if not addressed.

• Technology Education within this Approach
• Here’s a cell phone – good luck with that!
• Clearly this is NOT therapeutic monitoring
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What’s the Goal of Monitoring

Is the Purpose of Monitoring to Observe and Allow Documentation of 
clients’ behavior.
∙ This provides great feedback regarding clients’ risk to staff (e.g. therapists, evaluators, 

admin, etc)
∙ Does it provide anything useful to the client?

● If the client is doing well, then this method of documentation confirms that.
● However, if the client makes mistakes then this method also confirms that.
● Mistakes can impact treatment progress and release status and may be processed in group

What’s the Goal of Monitoring

Is the Purpose of Monitoring is to Observe and Allow Documentation of 
clients’ behavior?

● In this scenario, technology education includes teaching the client to use 
the device

● Here’s a cell phone – this is how you make calls, make sure you staff off 
social media, don’t look up porn.

● Here’s a computer – this is how you login, this is how you access the 
internet, don’t go to websites that you shouldn’t be on.

● You want to buy a tablet? Okay. It’s kinda a cross between a computer 
and a cell phone – don’t use it for things you’re not supposed to.
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What’s the Goal of Monitoring

The Purpose of Monitoring is to Assist clients in Learning More about Risk to aid 
their Community (Re)integration

Does it provide anything useful to the Client?
∙ In this approach the client is given support and intensive education as they work 

toward community reintegration while accessing the internet.
∙ Mistakes are viewed as treatment issues (assuming harm has not occurred) and 

can be processed with a focus on understanding how to prevent similar problems 
in the future and to incorporate that data into a risk management plan.

∙ This conceptualization is the most client centered and the arguably the most 
clinically useful

What’s the Goal of Monitoring

The Purpose of Monitoring is to Assist clients in Learning More 
about Risk to aid their Community (Re)integration

⮚ Technology education is focused on understanding how technology use 
may affect dynamic risk and triggers.

⮚ This is how you use the technology (e.g. phone, internet, tablet, etc) –
now let’s explore how using it could be triggering/risky for you and make 
a plan to reduce that risk/trigger.

This conceptualization is the most client centered and the arguably the most clinically 
useful
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INTERNET 
SAFETY 

PLANNING

WHY DO WE NEED AN 
INTERNET SAFETY 
PLAN?

• Choose to Learn from Mistakes.

• Mistakes (even embarrassing mistakes) 
don’t have to compromise your self-
worth.

• Use it as data to identify potential areas 
of risk/trigger and move forward.

• Become mindful of your technology use 
and don’t let your past mistakes dictate 
your future

Everyone Makes Mistakes
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What is an Internet Safety Plan?

• Due to the rapid growth of technology the Internet is more accessible and 
because of this one of the most common ways an individual can access 
deviant material.  

• Our Clients need assistance in planning for healthy and safety internet use in the same way they need 
assistance with other areas of their Risk Management Plan.

• However, Internet Safety Planning is typically overlooked or lumped into other areas of Risk 
Management even though it has the potential to account for a large proportion of risk. 

• Like a risk management plan, designing an internet safety plan is a collaborative process.

• Internet Safety Plan becomes a component of the client‘s 
Risk Management Plan

What is an Internet Safety Plan?

• Like going to the grocery store without a shopping list, getting online without a 
clear plan can cause problems for our clients.

• Clients need to:
• Identify Triggers and Unhealthy Online Situations (e.g. Casual Browsing or Web Surfing)

• Identify Healthy and Appropriate ways to use the Internet

• Structure Time
• Have a Plan and a Reason for getting online
• Have a plan for coping with and reporting unhealthy online situations
• Have a plan to cope with situations that are triggering or related to risk factors
• Have a plan for dealing with accidental clicks
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STEPS FOR INTERNET 
SAFETY PLANNING

• Preparation

• Disclosure

• Creation

• Implementation

• Revision

INTERNET SAFETY PLANNING: 
PREPARATION

• Preparation – Before we Get 
Started

• Two Stage Education Process

• Technology Basics

• Tech Safety
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Internet Safety Planning: Preparation

• Preparation – Before we Get Started

• Client should have “toolbox "of internal and external coping skills.

• Client should be able to engage in discussion regarding triggers and risk 
factors.

• Clinician will need to assess client’s knowledge/understanding of basic 
computer and internet technologies

• If necessary, Education related to basic computer and internet skills

• Education regarding healthy internet usage

Internet Safety Planning: Disclosure

• Disclosure – Past Problems 
• Discussion of previous unhealthy technology use, internet behaviors or 

internet offending
• Child Porn
• Online Soliciting 
• Peer to Peer Sharing Websites
• Deviant Erotic Fiction Chat Rooms or Websites
• Use of Cameras to take pictures of video without Consent
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Unhealthy Technology Use Disclosure

My 
Age

Type of Victim (Adult/Child, 
Related/Unrelated/Stranger)

Type of Technology Used (Child 
Abuse Images, File Sharing, Etc.)

Behaviors Thought 
Processes

Emotions Related Risk 
Factors

Internet Safety Planning: Disclosure

• Review of Offense Parallel Behaviors Related to Internet 
Use

• Viewing Videos with Suggestive or Erotic Scenes of 
individuals similar to prior victims

• Viewing Videos with Extreme Violence

• Viewing Videos that are immature/child-
themed/directed toward children
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Goals – What are we trying to Accomplish
• Assess Client’s level of familiarity and experience with Technology and the Internet

• Identify and Disclose Past Unhealthy or Deviant Behaviors related to Technology 
Use

• Identify Healthy and Appropriate Reasons to Access the Internet

• Identify Strategies to Prevent Harm that could occur through Unhealthy Technology 
and/or Internet Use.

• Monitor the Client’s Technology use in accordance with treatment program or 
supervision requirements.

Internet Safety Plan: Creation
In some cases (higher risk or higher supervision), Client will need to identify the ways in which he plans to access 
the internet and these will be approved or signed off on by the treatment team/provider:

I will use the internet for:

Shopping (Amazon/Walmart)

Managing my Prescription Medications (Walgreens)

Online Gaming including interaction with my brother and cousin (BRO36 & CUZ29)

Checking the News (CNN)

Checking the Weather (Weather Channel)

Education (OnlineCollege.EDU)

Contacting my Son’s School and Staying updated on his schedule (LocalJrHigh.EDU)
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Some Clients will need to have a Detailed Plan each time they get 
online:

• Purpose for Getting Online

• How Much Time they will Spend

• Behaviors they will avoid while online

• Coping skills they can use if they become distracted or 
overwhelmed.

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Internet Use Worksheet

Purpose for Getting Online:

Check the Weather

How Much Time I will Spend:

20 Minutes

I Will Not:

Randomly Web Surf or Engage in Casual Browsing

Click on Advertisements

What I will Do if I get distracted:

Use Mindfulness Skills to Refocus myself in the Moment
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• The client must always consider these questions regarding any internet or technology 
related activity

• Is it a Secret? Anything that you would not want others to know you are doing on the 
internet is good sign that perhaps you should not engage that behavior.

• Is it Harmful to Self or Others? Anything that is exploitive, harmful, or degrading to 
oneself or to others is unhealthy and potentially illegal sexual behavior.

• Is it Healthy? The internet is an amazing tool that can connect a person to lots of 
information. However, this information can also be dangerous or encourage deviant 
behavior. Make sure you always have a plan for using the internet and the follow that 
plan. 

Internet Safety Planning

What I will Do Coping Skills I May 
Need

Connection to 
Risk/Triggers

Low Risk 
Zone

Medium Risk 
Zone

High Risk 
Zone
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Low Risk Zone includes behaviors/websites that are always healthy 
for the individual client

• Using email to contact primary social support
• Communicating with healthcare providers
• Using the internet to locate community resources (housing, 

employment, etc.).
Note: Websites may change “zones” as they update or alter their content. 
Behaviors may change “zones” as client’s acute and environmental factors 
alter.

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

∙ Medium Risk Zone includes behaviors/websites that 
are sometimes healthy, but not always
∙ Not getting on the internet when angry, stressed out tired, 

or overwhelmed

∙ Going online when alone

∙ Accessing Streaming Websites (e.g. Netflix, Hulu).
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

High Risk Zone includes behaviors/websites that are 
never healthy for the individual client

• Casual internet browsing/Web Surfing
• Going online after 10PM or when tired/fatigued
• Looking at teen clothing models
• Social Media

Internet Safety Plan: Creation
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

My Internet Enabled Devices Include:

My smart phone

My girlfriend’s Kindle

My laptop

PlayStation

Identify all internet enabled devices that client will be 
using
◆ Cell phone
◆ Tablet (e.g. iPad, Kindle, etc.)
◆ Computer or Laptop
◆ Video Game Systems
◆ Smart TVs
◆ Smart Watches

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Identify what monitoring or 
blocking and filtering measures will 
be in place to assist client with 
healthy internet use

• This step applies primarily to clients 
who are on supervision.

My Internet use will be monitored by:

Qustodio Monitoring Software on Phone, Laptop, & 
Kindle

Parental Controls on PlayStation

PO Monitoring Gamer Tags

GPS on my Smart Phone
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Accountability Partners
• Individuals who are positive members of client’s social support 

network

• At first, this may consist of Monitor, PO, Case Manager and Therapist

• Goal is for these to be individuals who are intimate members of 
client’s support group and are committed to his risk management 
plan.

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Identify accountability partners 
whom client can rely on to 
assist him in healthy internet 
use.

• List will grow as client succeeds 
in community (re)integration.

My Accountability Partners Include

Girlfriend

Parole Officer

SO Therapist

AA Sponsor

Mom
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Client or Provider my choose 
to utilize/require external 
measures of accountability.

• This is also most relevant to 
client’s on supervision but 
may be useful to others, as 
well.

Describe the methods that you will use to hold 
yourself accountable for your internet use (blocking 
software, polygraph, and internet log):

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Healthy vs. Unhealthy Internet Sites
• Pornography and Social Media are 

obviously unhealthy sites

• Other Sites are gray areas and are very 
individualized to the specific client:

• Shopping Sites

• Children’s Toys/Game

• Fetish Items

• Streaming Sites (e.g. Netflix, Hulu).
• Horror Movies with Violence Against 

Women
• Coming of Age films with Tweens

• Children’s Sites
• Disney
• Nickelodeon
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Make a list of healthy/appropriate internet sites that will be healthy for 
client to use on a regular basis

• Make a list of unhealthy sites that should be completely avoided.

Healthy Internet Sites Unhealthy Internet Sites 

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Identifying Triggers

• Again this Process is Individualized to the Client 

• Triggers could range from Anime to Zoo Animals and may 
include anything in between

• This will require detailed discussion with the client that 
may be uncomfortable for the clinician, as well.
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Instruct Client to identify primary triggers related to sexual harm/violence. 

• In other words, what led up to his sexual offending. 

My Primary Triggers Related to Sexual Violence/Harm are

Sexualized Coping – e.g. masturbating when angry or upset

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Risk Factors
• Ensure Client has basic Education Regarding Dynamic and Acute Risk Factors

• Assist Client in identifying how these Risk Factors may come into play with 
their internet usage.

• This may be easier if they have had unhealthy internet use in the past. 

• For those who have not have internet experience or who have not had 
unhealthy internet behaviors in the past, consider the possibility of 
online behaviors that could be offense parallel.
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

o Instruct the client to identify risk factors related to his sexual 
offending and how it could relate to their internet use. 

The Primary Risk Factors Related to Sexual Violence/Harm Are:

Impulsivity

Poor Problem Solving 

Sexual Preoccupation

Emotional Identification w/Kids

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Client needs to be able to demonstrate insight into his own emotions, 
thoughts, and behaviors that represent signs/symptoms of his being 
triggered.

• Encourage client to be aware of bodily sensations associated with being triggered 
(Those with trauma history may have difficulty doing this).

• Review emotions connected to prior instances of engaging in sexual violence/harm.

• Encourage the application of mindfulness skills/techniques.

• Refer client back to elements of their general Risk Management Plan
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Assist client in identifying signs/symptoms he may experience, when he is 
also experiencing risk factors/triggers.

How I will know I am experiencing Triggers/Risk Factors:

Not sleeping enough

Not staying in contact with my social support

Engaging in fewer self-care activities

Becoming more focused on sex

Spending more time looking at ads online (even w/o clicking)

Watching more videos in my medium risk zone

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Client needs to be able to communicate with his 
accountability team to articulate what signs/symptoms 
they would observe if he were being triggered.
• This should include changes to:

• Behaviors

• Emotions

• Speech and Thought Patterns
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Assist client in identifying signs/symptoms others may observe, when he is 
experiencing risk factors/triggers.

How Others will know I am experiencing Triggers/Risk Factors:

More irritable
Not staying in close contact
Not tracking/discussing my online activities
Saying “I forgot.”

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Client will need to have adequate coping skills in place to address 
instances of triggers or experiencing risk factors.

• This should have already been adequately addressed in client’s Risk 
Management Plan.

• Client should be able to articulate coping skills to PO, Treatment Providers, 
etc.
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Internet Safety Plan: Creation

• Therapeutic Applications

● Risk Management

● Learning Patterns of Behavior

● What Works and What Doesn’t

● Online Coping Skills

● Analyzing Media Use in Therapy

● Legal & Ethical Issues

Internet Safety Plan: Creation

Instruct Client to Identify Coping Skills to Use when Experiencing Triggers 
and/or Risk Factors:

I Can Use These Coping Skills If I Experience the Above Triggers or Risk 
Factors:

Soles of the Feet-Mindfulness

Emotions are Temporary – Self-Talk

Listening to Music – Relaxation 
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Revision: Refining the Internet Safety Plan

● What Websites did the Client go to?
● How long were they there?
● If it was inappropriate did they talk about it in group?
● Did they try to hide it?
● When did they struggle most?

● Times of day?
● Emotions?
● Other Factors?

● All of these details matter in the process of understanding how the 
client’s behavior relates to risk.

Revision: Refining the Internet Safety Plan

What if?
● Your client was driving to work BUT

● There was a bridge out due to flooding on his normal route 
and the detour took him past an Elementary School…

● His ankle bracelet documented that he was in an area where 
he was not supposed to be.

● He immediately reports what happened.
● Is his parole/conditional release still automatically 

violated?
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INTERNET SAFETY 
PLANNING

• Case Studies - #1 Prior Porn 
Conviction 

INTERNET SAFETY 
PLANNING

Case Studies -#2 Erotic Fiction
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INTERNET SAFETY 
PLANNING
• Case Studies - #3 

Additional Disclosure in 
Internet Class
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Thank You!
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